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Stealth Theory through Instructional Scaffolding in the 
COVID-19 Era and Beyond 
Raymond D. Frost 




Information systems classes often separate theory and practice such that they present the theory via lectures and 
practice via demonstration and assignments. These classes present theory to help students connect to prior 
knowledge (instructional scaffolding) while introducing new material. In the wake of the coronavirus disease of 2019 
(COVID-19) pandemic, educators may find it difficult to transfer this duality into an online setting with separate theory 
and demonstration videos. Most students, even the better ones, admit to skipping theory videos and going straight to 
the demonstration videos. If demonstration videos do not adequately cover theory, then they lack a critical component 
of instructional scaffolding. In this paper, I describe techniques to interleave theory with practice to produce what one 
might call stealth theory. The inspiration for these techniques comes from varied sources. 
Keywords: Online Teaching, Stealth Theory, Scaffolding, COVID-19. 
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1 Instructional Scaffolding 
Constructivist learning theory holds that students participate actively rather than passively in constructing 
knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978). Instructional scaffolding is an interactive process whereby educators help 
move students from their current understanding to a task’s next stage (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). For 
example, good instructional scaffolding occurs when expert tutors ignore inconsequential errors and offer 
hints to avoid repeat errors (Lepper, Drake, & O'Donnell-Johnson, 1997). Unfortunately, tutoring does not 
scale to the whole class. However, focused feedback on common errors does scale; for example, “What is 
the key error?”, “What is the probable reason the student made this error?”, and “How can I guide the 
student to avoid the error in the future?” (Elawar & Corno, 1985). This type of feedback references theory, 
and educators can share it before or within assignments. Furthermore, feedback that bridges theory and 
practice will likely appeal to IS students’ pragmatic bent (McBride & Hackney, 2003).  
2 Adapting to COVID-19 
The traditional class model separates theory and practice. The professor lectures on theory to a captive 
audience, demonstrates how to apply the theory, and then challenges students to apply it in new contexts. 
With the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, that all had to move online. 
Echoing the classroom, many information systems (IS) faculty create two separate online videos for a 
module: the theory video (usually a narrated PowerPoint) and a software demonstration or “screencast” 
video that walks students through an assignment. Faculty often then challenge students to apply the 
concepts in new contexts through additional homework assignments and assessments.  
However, in informal discussions, students admit that they routinely skip the theory videos. I confirmed as 
much with a focus group that I conducted with over 20 students in March, 2020 (when educators had to go 
online due to COVID-19). Even the good students confessed to skipping the theory videos because they 
found them unnecessarily long, boring, and lacking utility regardless of their professor. That the students 
could complete the assignments without referencing theory suggests that it has limited immediate utility 
even if it might be critical for long-term understanding. 
I outline multiple methods to introduce theory into the course in ways that students cannot skip. I call this 
stealth theory, though it really just constitutes a way to keep theory in front of students. These methods 
include embedding theory in screencasts, email digests, online meetings, and assignments. The course 
that I describe is a business intelligence course with 50 students. The course has a fairly technical focus 
on databases and user interfaces. A large university in the Midwestern United States offered it online for 
the first time during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
3 Screencasts with Embedded Theory 
I embed theory in the screencast demos. The model I use comes from home-improvement shows. In 
these shows, the live video often cuts to an animated diagram that provides a high-level overview of the 
renovation plan. Subsequently, it cuts right back to the live video while the narration continues throughout. 
I do a similar thing in three steps. 
First, I record the screencast without an audio track. Second, I splice in slides from the theory presentation 
in the middle of the screencast. I work in just one or two slides at a time to keep the theory under 60 
seconds so that students will not skip it.  
Third, I narrate over the screencast with the inserted slides while it plays. But, rather than describing the 
steps, which students can see anyway, I focus on why they need to perform the steps. In that way, the 
narration touches on theory during the screencast. The end result flows more naturally and has higher 
educational value. It also has greater production value and feels more polished. 
I add the narration after the fact using Techsmith’s Camtasia software (which one can use on both 
Windows and Mac). First, I finish editing the video track (see below). Then I play back the video while 
narrating the audio track. One obtains multiple benefits from adding audio after completing the video: 
1) Mistakes—edit out: we all make mistakes during screencasts. If one records the audio in real 
time, then editing out the mistake may accidentally cut the narration off mid-sentence. 
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2) Mistakes—keep in: occasionally, a mistake proves beneficial, especially if students will likely 
commit the same one. By adding narration post production, I can simply point out the mistake 
at the time that it occurs and let viewers know that I will fix it during a later segment of the 
screencast. 
3) Filler words: filler words such as “uh”, “um”, “well”, “like”, and so on commonly occur in a 
screencast when trying to multitask (i.e., perform the actions while narrating). However, if one 
has already performed the actions, then one does not need to multitask, and the narration 
flows more freely, which results in fewer filler words. 
4) Vocal variety: one can more easily vary one’s volume, pace, pitch, and tone when adding 
narration after the fact. Vocal variety helps keep the audience engaged. Professors can build 
suspense, excitement, and so on by varying their volume, pace, pitch, and tone. Suspense and 
excitement are words not usually associated with a screencast, but maybe they should be. 
5) Continuity errors: entire websites that focus on continuity errors in movies exist. For example, 
in the first Spiderman movie, some windows magically repair themselves in a fight scene. 
Editing the screencast with the audio track already present may create a continuity error in the 
verbal explanation. Adding the audio track after the fact helps eliminate continuity errors. 
Some other post-production effects can greatly enhance the screencast: 
1) Dynamic intro: the Camtasia website has various studio-quality assets such as titled intros 
that enable one to begin a presentation with polished professionalism. 
2) Cursor smoothing: cursor smoothing evens out distracting jittery movements that one may 
have recorded during the screencast. 
3) Left/right click scope: Camtasia tracks the mouse position and knows when you click it. It can 
emphasize the click if you invoke the option to place what looks like a spotting scope on the 
clicked item.  
4) Noise removal: noise removal reduces background hiss that poor microphones, air 
conditioning, fluorescent lights, fans, and so on can cause. 
I illustrate the process in Figure 1. It looks more complicated than it is. I will happily share examples on 
request.  
 
Figure 1. Screencast process 
I try to avoid zooming in and out during the screencast. Zooming is somewhat tiresome to program and, if 
overdone, will lead to a dizzying presentation. Since screencast servers now support high definition, 
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These techniques help one produce a screencast rich with embedded theory that students will watch in 
order to complete an assignment. Furthermore, students will probably watch it at regular speed rather 
than on faster settings since they will need to follow along to complete the assignment. 
Some helpful hints to learn Camtasia in one day include: 
 Think in terms of tracks on a timeline. Camtasia has a video track and an audio track and they 
run in parallel. The program puts a copy of your screencast on the timeline. 
 Remember that any edits you make will not destroy your screencast. You work with a copy on 
the timeline—so experiment. The program keeps a copy of the original screencast in the media 
bin. 
 If you drop a slide on the timeline, then you need to cut the video to make room for it and 
stretch the slide’s duration long enough to narrate it. 
 Ignore most of the fancy options—you do not need them. 
4 Theory Spread over Daily Emails 
The second inspiration comes from daily news digests such as Axios.com. These news digests deliver 
news daily via email and usually do not take long to read. For a seven-week online course during the 
pandemic, I created a separate email for each day (49 email messages in total). However, the trick 
involves creating all the emails through the learning management system (LMS) as announcements. I 
created them just before the term began and then scheduled them to go out via email at future dates. It 
looks like I wake up at 6:00 a.m. to write students each day. 
I initially used these emails to help break through the social isolation that students experience during the 
pandemic. At least students would know that I reached out to them each day. However, over time, it 
became apparent that I could use the daily message for so much more. Each has the same structure: 
1) Due today: a high-level description of the assignment due that day and why it is important. 
This description differs from the detailed assignment instructions in the LMS.  
2) Hints: likely problems students might encounter in the assignment, why they might make those 
errors, and their solution.  
3) Theory nugget: a bit of database theory relevant to the assignment and/or to the specific 
course stage. This part provides an opportunity to set up and reinforce the theory that the 
screencast will discuss. 
4) Invitation for help: an invitation to contact me via email or text for further assistance.  
The second and third items provide great opportunities for instructional scaffolding.  
I revise the daily emails as problems emerge. Students who work ahead (usually the better ones) 
constitute my most helpful allies. Inevitably they find stumbling blocks in the assignments and request 
assistance. I carefully craft my responses to include theory and not just solutions. I then copy an excerpt 
from that response into the daily email for that upcoming day. In that way, the daily email doubles as a 
just-in-time frequently asked questions (FAQ) section for the assignment. Furthermore, the email 
announcements live on in the LMS; thus, one can reuse and refine them in upcoming semesters. I provide 
a sample email digest in Appendix A. 
5 Screenshare with Theoretical Discussion 
When the pandemic first started, my university invested in Microsoft Teams for online meetings and 
screensharing. The university recommended that faculty use Teams for both meeting live classes and for 
office hours. In my experience, both failed. Students did not attend the live classes nor scheduled office 
hours. I discovered that students would meet for individual office hours but not group office hours, which, 
in retrospect, makes sense since, pre COVID-19, I would help students individually in my office. The key 
is to make it easy for them to schedule a session. During these sessions, I ask students to share their 
screen so that I can see their difficulty and talk them through to a solution.  
While students want to quickly resolve the issues they face, they nonetheless patiently listen to the 
problem’s theoretical origins and the theory behind the solution. I then challenge them to apply the theory 
to solve the problem while providing helpful hints along the way. In this manner, screensharing provides 
another opportunity to introduce stealth theory. 
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I have found some such screenshare sessions heartbreaking. Some students reported spending five 
hours on a problem that I helped them with in ten minutes. It seems that they often waited so long to 
request a screenshare session because they found it hard to request an impromptu session via email 
since they did not know when I would read it.  
As a result, I began including my text number in the daily email. I learned that coordinating an impromptu 
screenshare session works better with texting than with email. I supported impromptu meetings because, 
in my view, they equate to an open door office policy. For faculty in the United States with concerns about 
giving out their personal phone number, T-Mobile offers a service that provides a second number to the 
same phone. Other carriers have similar offerings. Remind.com constitutes another solution: it offers both 
students and faculty the ability to text each other without revealing either’s phone number.  
I still believe that answering questions while walking around a computer lab represents the most efficient 
way to engage students. Educators cannot easily reproduce the speed with which they can help students 
and students can help one another in the classroom. Nonetheless, I was pleasantly surprised by how 
much I interacted with students using email, text, and screenshares. I interacted with students out of class 
far more often than I ever had before in the prior year across all sections.  One just needs to make sure to 
continuously invite students to reach out when they have problems.  
6 Theory in the Preamble of Assignments 
Homework assignments and quizzes present another opportunity to embed theory. Students will likely 
read a paragraph or two of theory at the start of an assignment. Embedding theory in this way resembles 
coaching. For example, in soccer or hockey, a coach might repeatedly emphasize the theoretical concept 
of making space on offense but then introduce a specific drill such as having three players align in a 
triangle to create passing lanes. Similarly, an assignment’s preamble provides an opportunity to make the 
theoretical connection for students (e.g., “Why are we doing the assignment on subqueries?” and “What 
problems do subqueries solve that cannot be solved using joins?”). Some of this theory might repeat and 
reinforce the theory that one introduced in the daily emails and the screencast. 
7 Teaching Evaluations 
I received my highest teaching evaluations ever for this course, which shocks me considering that online 
courses usually rank lower. In particular, students commented on the daily emails, which represent the 
easiest recommendation to implement by far. Some representative comments that the students made 
include: 
Daily e-mails and easy accessibility for help on concepts was very effective in giving tips and 
giving guidance. 
I enjoyed the daily emails because they contained useful information about the assignment that 
was due that day and were set as a reminder of what assignment needs to be completed. It also 
gave us background information on why each server worked the way that it did. 
The professor communicated very well whether it was through screen sharing, texting, or 
emailing. He answered within a timely fashion and answered your question to the full ability and 
lead you in the direction to get to the solution. He also showed that he wanted all of his students 
to be successful by giving us so many different options of communication. 
The daily emails were very helpful and so were the videos provided. I felt very comfortable 
emailing/texting/screen sharing with the professor. 
8 Summary 
Stealth theory or keeping small bits of theory constantly in front of students may be one of the more 
effective ways to ensure that students absorb theory. These techniques emerged from a genuine concern 
to give students reassurance and support during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, they could apply to 
any (whether online or face-to-face) course. The techniques include: 
 Screencasts with embedded theory 
 Theory distributed over daily email digests 
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 Screensharing with theoretical discussions, and 
 A theory preamble for each assignment and assessment. 
In Table 1, I summarize the lessons I learned. 
Table 1. Lessons learned  
Use multiple modes (screencasts, email digests, screensharing, assignment preambles) to communicate with 
students and convey theory so that they cannot skip it so easily.  
Keep theory short and relevant to the task at hand. 
Interleave theory throughout the screencast in the audio track and inserted slides. Add the audio track after the fact. 
Screenshare with students individually rather than in groups. Introduce theory in responding to student questions. 
Use purely theoretical lectures sparsely. 
I conclude by arguing that educators should make the changes I describe here permanent (especially with 
online classes). Online education faces at least two challenges: student engagement and accessibility. 
Students engaged with more theory in the course I discuss in this paper because I spread theory 
throughout every communication mode. Students could not skip the theory. The instructional scaffolding 
made the material more accessible by eliminating hours of potential frustration. I also made myself more 
accessible to my students through email, text, and screensharing sessions. Struggling students received 
help before they lost hope. Before the course, I had some skepticism about online education’s value, but, 
with these techniques, I believe that it can provide a valuable experience. 
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Appendix A: Sample Daily Email Digest to the Class  
Business Intelligence Today 
from Dr. Frost 
 
1. Due Today 
Tonight's assignment is SQL Server HW 1.1. In this exercise you will insert data both using SQL 
insert commands and by importing records from Excel. Then you will create views using SQL.  
Later in the course, you will program a user interface that inserts and retrieves data. Learning how to 
manually insert and retrieve data now will better prepare you later to write the user interface. It is also 
important from a productivity standpoint to learn how to batch import/export records from a database 
system to other programs such as Excel. 
2. Hints 
If you get too many records in your views, then look to see if SQL Server rewrote your query using 
CROSS JOIN. Cross join is bad—it gives every possible combination among the tables. Cross join 
means that you either left out or badly wrote the join statement. Remember that you need to write t-1 
join statements where t is the number of tables that you reference in your query. 
If you get an error about a duplicate primary key it probably means that you tried to insert the same 
record twice. To check that simply list out all the records and see if the one you are trying to insert is 
already there. 
3. Theory Nugget 
In Access and SQL Server, you have to put character strings in quotes. Excel is a little more 
forgiving and most of the time guesses the datatype correctly based on what you type. While there are 
lots of different datatypes, the three that interest us most in this course are number, text, and date. 
Excel, Access, and SQL Server all use different terms for these datatypes. Furthermore, Access and 
SQL Server offer far more variations in datatype within each of these categories. One reason is scale. 
If you have millions of records, then coding an integer field as a tinyint as opposed to a bigint might 
make a noticeable difference in the amount of storage necessary and in retrieval times. Please take a 
minute to review the following table for other examples. 
Excel Access SQL Server 
Number 
Integer(Integer, Long), 
decimal(Single, Double), currency 
Integer(bit, tinyint, smallint, int, bigint), 
decimal(decimal(p,s), numeric(p,s)) 
Text Text, longtext char(n), varchar(n), text 
Date Date/time Datetime 
Many errors in SQL relate to datatypes. For example, if a key field looks like a number but has in fact 
been defined as a text datatype, then any value compared with that field would need to be in quotes. 
Conversely, if the field was defined as a number then values compared to that field should NOT be in 
quotes. You can see the datatypes by choosing design view on a table. 
4. Need Help? 
To contact me… 
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